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Change in classroom culture

Education-focused projects yield positives outcomes

Profitable business grows out of research

University/industry partnerships for  
environmentally friendly work
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Increased use of active learning strategies

Promote  complexity in learning experience

Provide opportunity for synthesis and personal meaning-making

Promotes new perspective, awareness, and understanstanding
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Strengthen connection between university  
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Arts as integral to culture
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Class as opportunity to engage with other disciplines 2

Scientific insight 2
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Improved observation skills for diagnosis
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Increased risk-taking
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Make connections between domains and ideas

Show knowledge in multiple ways

Improved long-term retention of content

Various positive cognitive effects

Provide practical experience

Conflict between arts and academics

COMMUNITY

Create something new that fulfills a need 1

2Improve community image and status

Build social capital-getting people involved 
and organized

Build community identity and pride

Economic development-income, 
visitors, multiplier effects

Negative impacts on local businesses or neighborhood
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 Holistic growth and development 1

Transformation 2

Improved social bonds and social skills 3

Increased civic engagement 4

Stronger sense of self, identity 5

Intrinsic impacts of the Arts 6

Positive experience 7

Finding balance in life 8

Purpose and meaning 9

Feelings of apprehension and anxiety 10

Feelings of exclusion and intimidation 11 Creativity, tolerance for ambiguity

Creativity, tolerance for ambiguity
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New research methodologies1

Classroom becomes a catalyst for research2

Co-teachers affect each other’s research3

Co-teachers develop research partnerships4

impact on students

impact on student future

Transference of skills

ARTS INTEGRATION  
IN THE UNIVERSITY

InterdisciplinarityArts

 Engagement with the arts 1

Appreciation for the arts 2

Broader perspective 3

Open mind 4

Beyond disciplinary boundaries 5

New understanding 6

New experience 7

Thinking differently 8

Refreshed thinking 9

Appreciation for the physical world 10

Connections to other people and other resources 11

Promotes cross-cultural awareness and tolerance 12

Challenge habits and certitude 13

Frame familiar problems in new ways 14

Confusion, cognitive dissonance 15

Upset worldview and knowledge structure 16

Upset values 17

Offense 18

Threat to identify 19

Non-comprehension 20

Creates academic community

Diverse thinkers work together
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Stronger teams2

Better outcomes3

Lays foundation for future collaboration 

Fun

Difficulty communicating

Increased conflict and misunderstanding

Decreased commitment, high attrition

Difference slows or shuts down project

Work on project is uncompensated, doesn’t “count”

Excessive workload for participants

Increased administrative load

Increased requirements of time and money

Unsatisfactory process or product

Participants encounter lack of respect

Resources are pulled away from departments
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DIVERSE THINKERS 
COME TOGETHER 

UNIQUE WAY 
OF KNOWING

WORKING
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EXPOSURE TO  
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PROMOTES
NEW PERSPECTIVE, 
AWARENESS, AND 
UNDERSTANDING

How to use this map
The map is organized to ignite discussion, support clear 
communication, and inform practice. Browse the map for 
the types of impact that interest you; you can locate broad 
and recurring impacts in the top section of the map, and 
specific, targeted impacts in the bottom section. Explore 
some of the BIG STORIES that emerge from looking at all 
of the impacts together.  

Which categories and relationships can we confirm? 
Which categories and relationships need additional 
evidence? This map is a rich source of information, but 
it is only a starting point to identify gaps and to better 
understand how the arts, design, and interdisciplinary 
practices generate meaning and impact. Please lend your 
expertise by sharing your insights, as well as references to 
relevant primary research and other forms of evidence.

About this map
This map highlights different categories of impact that 
the arts and interdisciplinary practices have on the 
work of higher education in five key areas: academic 
activities (teaching, research, and engagement), student 
experience, student futures, the world outside the 
university, and disciplines other than the arts. The map’s 
draft categories and layout also suggest a model for how 
different types of impacts may relate to each other.  

The data used to create this map are drawn from  
primary interviews and surveys, as well as from a 
secondary literature review of exemplary use-cases  
and scholarly sources. The main source of data is an 
a2ru-led study, including interviews with academic 
leadership, staff, faculty, and students at over 38 
institutions of higher education. The interviews asked 
about their arts-integrative curricula, research, and special 
initiatives—what impacts they hoped for, what impacts 
they actually saw, and how they measured impacts. 
A total of 273 different examples were identified 
and tagged, highlighting a range of experiences—from  
awards and recognition for innovative research, 
to strengthened student communities, to sensory 
gardens for the blind. A second data source is a 
longitudinal study of arts engagement at the University 
of Michigan, interrogating over 4000 University of 
Michigan undergraduates’ experiences with the arts 
over four years.

The map and the draft taxonomy it represents 
constitute an instrument for further inquiry into the 
impacts of arts integration. Not only do they prompt 
new questions about the relationships among impacts, 
they also afford researchers a more specific vocabulary 
and set of categories from which to ask better questions, 
seek out new mechanisms, and apply new frameworks 
and insights. 

We encourage you to reuse and repurpose this work. To 
learn more about the methods, data sources, and other 
outcomes of this project, please visit:  
a2ru.org/projects/impacts/
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NEW PERSPECTIVE, AWARENESS, AND UNDERSTANDING: 
As one of the most important categories of impact, New Perspective 
recurs across the domains on the map. The associated impacts suggest 
a variety of mechanisms and experiences, some of which have rich 
literatures in the fields of education, psychology, sociology, philosophy, 
and anthropology. 

WORKING TOGETHER:  
Like New Perspective, Working Together is a high-level family of impacts 
that co-occurs with other impacts on the map. Together, these two families 
underscore basic human capacities and have powerful transformative 
potential. New Perspective and Working Together can also lead to negative 
outcomes, but awareness of these trade-offs can in fact generate 
opportunities for deeper understanding. 

SKILLS FOR THE FUTURE:  
Socio-Cognitive skills predominate the arts-based skills and learning 
outcomes listed under Impact on Students. Arts-driven skills and 
capacities—such as those associated with creative intelligence, social 
intelligence, and perception and manipulation—are some of the least 
susceptible to task automation and computerization. These uniquely 
human skills tend to be associated with higher wages, especially when 
they are cultivated with other, distinctly diverse and complementary 
skills. Thus with the rise of a data-analytic and computation-driven 
economy, skills such as the ability to make connections between 
domains and ideas, the ability to show knowledge in multiple ways, and 
leadership will create the capacity for impactful work, problem-solving, 
earnings potential, and other important aspects of wellbeing.

TRANSFERENCE OF SKILLS: 
A great deal of effort and attention has been give to the idea that learning 
and experience in one domain can have positive impacts on others. In this 
study, we likewise see evidence that domain-specific thinking skills, such 
as those acquired in the arts, can be productively applied in other domains. 
Transfer is most likely when instruction is tailored to support it.

DISCIPLINES IN DIALOGUE: 
When people  from disparate fields work together, they advance knowledge 
and practice. And when today’s students become tomorrow’s teachers, 
researchers, and professionals, the total effect is that a given field—be it 
engineering or music or gaming or medicine—matures and transforms as new 
perspectives are taken into account. 

A DYNAMO FOR ARTS INTEGRATION: 
On this map, the dynamo makes appearances in multiple areas and 
may point to how arts integration is not only disseminated but actually 
perpetuated across different domains. The broad impacts that comprise 
the dynamo—involvement and enthusiasm, prestige and recognition, 
high-quality and innovative work, dissemination and visibility—reinforce 
positive engagement and outcomes through the arts. They also suggest 
social, psychological, and material mechanisms of change. Taken together, 
these impacts hint at a formal model or theory of change that can drive 
arts integration.
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Briefly describe your arts integrative work (e.g., project, class, research, 
program). 

What groups or areas does your work affect (e.g., students, the community, 
your teaching style, a discipline)? 

Locate those groups or areas from step #2 in the large hexagons on the 
Impacts map, and review the associated impacts (small hexagons trailing off 
the black ones). Which of these associated impacts does your work have? Are 
there additional impacts (not shown on the map) that your work has? List all of 
your work’s impacts here:

Gather evidence. How do you know your work has the impact you claim? What 
evidence do you have? Brainstorm the ways in which you have seen impact (e.g., 
quality of student work, attitude of colleagues, community reaction, attendance 
numbers, mention in the press, perceived change in priorities of your discipline).

Narrow your case. On which groups or areas is the impact of your work the 
greatest (no more than two)? Which of the impacts you claim are strongest? 
Go back to step #1 and circle those choices. These will be the focus of your case 
today.

List the evidence here. Make notes on how you could present that evidence (e.g., 
pictures, video, storytelling, charts or graphs, Impacts map).

Sketch out your case. It should include a description of your project, its impact, 
and evidence of impact. Note where you might use a visual aid such as the 
Impacts map or other materials.

Impacts Worksheet: Build Your Case

a2ru.org/projects/impacts/

The Alliance for the Arts in Research Universities (a2ru) 
advances the full range of arts-integrative research, curricula, 
programs, and creative practice to acknowledge, articulate, and 
expand the vital role of higher education in our global society.

a2ru envisions a world in which universities – students, faculty, 
and leaders – acknowledge, deeply embed, and seamlessly 
integrate the arts in the pursuit of basic knowledge and in 
everyday practice.

As an organization, we value the arts as core to higher 
education, deep disciplinary knowledge and applied research 
in the arts, interdisciplinary creativity, durable collaboration, 
diverse community, and the research university as a driver 
toward a better world.
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